Full Moon Meditation for October 25th, 2018
A Journey to the Angelic Realm and Unicorns in the Ninth
Dimension to Anchor Purity and Divine Love
You are now sitting in a quiet, peaceful place where you feel good.
Take a few deep breaths and feel how you start to relax. Breathe in
golden light and breath out golden light into your aura. Breathe in it
again ... and breath it out into your aura. And a third time breathe in
golden light and breath it out into your aura and into your room ....
You are now
filled with and surrounded by golden light.
Now, bring your attention to you the soles of your feet and visualise
golden roots growing down into the earth…. deep, deep into the
center of earth to the crystalline heart of Mother Earth.Here they
wrap themselves around the big crystal. You are now firmly anchored
in Mother Earth’s heart. Now the crystalline energy is flowing up
through your roots. Notice how the energy flows up and up….through
your Earth Star Chakra…. and into your feet. As the crystalline light
flows further up your body, it illuminates all cells and fills them with
pure, loving energy. Feel how your heart is filled with pure love. Love
continues to flow up through your body illuminating everything on its
path…… flowing into your crown chakra ….. up through your higher
chakras…… and then all the way up to Source. Now you are
connected with Source. Immediately He sends a pure white,

luminous ray of light to you. Notice how this light, which is
unconditional love, flows through your higher chakras…..down
through your crown …..and further into the center of your heart
where it merges with the loving energy of Mother Earth. The divine
pure white light spreads throughout your body and flows down
through your chakras…… through your Earth Star …. and through
your roots deep into the earth….to hollow earth, where it touches
the crystalline heart . Mother Earth is illuminated from within. You
know that you are connected from the center of the earth up to
Source.
You
are
one
with
the
universe.
Call upon Archangel Michael and ask him to surround you completely
with his dark blue cloak of protection. Invoke Archangel Metatron to
place you in his 9th dimensional, gold-orange ball of light and thank
him for his guidance on your ascention path.
Now you are leaving your room and are walking on a beautiful
meadow accompanied by your guardian angel. It is evening and the
stars in the sky are shining beautifully. The sky is clear and above the
trees you can see the beautiful and radiant full moon rise. In all her
glory she shines on you. There is complete silence and you can feel
the magic of this evening. You consciously absorb this gentle and
powerful energy and feel deeply connected with Archangel Christiel.
You ask him to open your Causal Chakra wide to receive light codes
and messages of the Higher Hierarchy . You close your eyes and let it
happen ... When you open your eyes again, your beautiful,
magnificent unicorn stands before you. With joy you welcome him,
stroke his mane and immediately feel completely connected with
him, heart to heart. Your unicorn tells you that you will now travel up
into higher dimensions with him. First to the realm of angels and
then further on to the 9-dimensional beautiful unicorns who are
already waiting for you to bless you with their light and their pure
love. Full of gratitude for this journey, you step on the back of your
unicorn .Your guardian angel sits behind you, holding his soft wings
around you. You feel completely safe.

Immediately your unicorn flies up to the beautiful night sky pasing
stars and planets .... You now see the moon much larger and closer
and once again you pick up its soft, feminine, milky light. You know
and feel that now your divine feminine qualities are being energized
and strengthened. .
The Unicorn gently lands in a blooming garden of roses and fragrant
flowers. You descend and hear the angels singing over you and
welcoming you with their sacred harmonies in their kingdom.
Around you all is pure love and beauty. You sit down on a bench next
to a babbling fountain to enjoy this paradise ... .. Suddenly Mother
Mary appears in front of you. You are astonished and full of joy. Her
shining aquamarine blue light envelops you. She bathes you in her
blessings and gives you a message now ......... Mother Mary steps
aside and Archangel Gabriel appears in his pure white light. He lets
his amazing light shine over you and places a diamond in your heart
.... Humble and full of gratitude you take his hands and kiss them.
Now Archangel Gabriel is giving you a message ......
It's time to continue your journey with your unicorn and guardian
angel.
The unicorn leads you up through the dimensions…higher and
higher…. until you see a pure white, huge sphere of light in the sky.
Your unicorn flies straight to this enormous sphere of light
.Immediately you are bathed in this high frequency light. You feel the
softness and the magic of this very special energy. As you land your
unicorn declares that you have arrived at the destination of your
journey. It is the realm of 9th dimensional unicorns. Here you look
around. What do you perceive? ... From all over the unicorns have
come to greet you warmly .You are awed with with the purity,
luminous, shimmering pure white light and immeasurable love that is
present here ....

You are lead you to a waterfall of pure, crystalline light and are asked
to stand under that crystalline light in order to get completely
cleansed. As you do so you feel that all your bodies and your entire
being is purified by this light . You feel a huge vibrational boost .
Now you are asked to stand in the middle of a crystal platform. As
you do so the unicorns surround you in a wide circle. One of the
unicorns steps forth out of the circle and tells you that you will now
experience another vibrational increase that will allow you to absorb
9th dimensional and even higher light into your being to enable you to
easily go ahead on your ascension path. To enable this the unicorns
set their crystalline horns on you. You close your eyes and let the
stream of light flow over you and into your bodies ....... When you
open your eyes, you notice that the unicorns have bowed to you. Full
of humility, you take your hands and gratefully hold them in front of
your wide opened, pure white heart and thank these magnificent
divine beings for their blessings .

The time has come to return again. You sit on your unicorn and
immediately the journey goes back through the dimensions, passing
by planets and stars until you can see our wonderful planet Earth
radiating beautifully rainbow colors into the universe ......
Bring your consciousness back to your room where you started and
feel the chair where you are sitting on .Feel the ground under your
feet. Move your arms and hands and open your eyes. Smile and drink
a glass of water.
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